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Abstract
It is widely acknowledged that the development of sprays in the near-field is of primary importance for
the spray formation downstream, as it affects both the spray angle, as well as the intact core length. In
this frame, the present work aims to study the effects of turbulence inlet boundary condition on the spray
formation by means of Direct Numerical Simulations on a real condition at low Reynolds number. To this
extent, the code Paris-Simulator has been used, while a digital filter-based algorithm was used in order to
generate synthetic turbulence at the inlet boundary condition. The influence of turbulence intensity and
lengthscale on the atomization process has been studied and analyzed through 3 simulation for which these
parameters have been varied. The results clearly highlight how the atomization is heavily affected by the
inlet turbulence configuration. An analysis of the different atomizing conditions has been conducted, aiming
to understand how the variation introduced by the inlet boundary condition on the velocity field is affecting
the local atomization dynamics.
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b Filter coefficient
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r Random component
r1/2 Radius of half velocity drop
u Velocity field
u’ Velocity fluctuating component
uτ Shear velocity
We Weber number
x Spray axial direction
Greek Symbols:
α Gaussian coefficient










Atomization process in a spray has been an important issue for researchers during last couple of decades
due to its presence in many industrial applications. In fact, spray atomization is of fundamental relevance
in combustion process and pollutant formation, as widely addressed in [1, 2]. As regulation on pollutant
emission and energy efficiency are becoming more and more restrictive, the scientific community has invested5
considerable time and resources addressing the combustion process from both a theoretical and a practical
standpoint, both with numerical and experimental techniques. In this context, it is nowadays evident that
the actual knowledge on sprays, primary and secondary atomization as well as coalescence is far from been
complete.
In this work, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) technique is used to provide a detailed description of10
the very first millimetres downstream the nozzle: this area is of fundamental importance in the formation
of the spray, as it represents the regions in which the atomization begins ([3]) due to the combination of
aerodynamic drag forces and air/liquid interaction. As a simulation environment, the code Paris-Simulator,
developed by [4, 5], has been chosen.
The results provided up to now with DNS for the near-field region have reportedly simulated low injection15
velocity, therefore under pressure conditions unrealistic for Diesel ICE and rare for Gasoline Direct Injection
ICE. Currently, only Lebas et al. [6] have simulated turbulence at the outlet of the nozzle, accounting
for the turbulence generated by the fluid inside the nozzle duct. Many studies have related cavitating
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and non-cavitating conditions [14, 15, 16, 17] inside the nozzle with non negligible
effects on the turbulence distribution at the nozzle outlet. Furthermore, it has been proved in previous20
works [18] [19] that the higher the turbulence at the injector outlet is, the more the atomization affects the
spray shape, as the intact core length reduces significantly and the atomization process starts earlier.
Various approaches have been proposed to simulate a synthetic turbulent inflow boundary condition.
Klein et al. propose in [19] to use a linear-non recursive filter, based on the hypothesis of homogeneous
turbulence, to filter a random signal. The result of the filtered procedure is a correlated field in both time25
and space. An interesting and useful modification to this procedure was provided by Hoepfner et al. in [20],
where an auto-regressive procedure was used to determine the filter coefficients. This method requires an
a-priori knowledge of the turbulence behavior that will be replicated by the synthetic turbulence generator,
but it offers a higher flexibility in setting both the time and the lengthscale, allowing to inject vortices of
different size an with different dynamic behaviour.30
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In [21], Perret et al. used Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) to extract the turbulence coherent
structures from experimental data. A non-linear Reduced Order Model is then generated using Galerkin
projection, which has been widely used in CFD thanks to its capabilities to replicate the non-linear behaviour
of turbulence. Still, as for [20], accurate and verified data are required in order to reproduce the injected
turbulence behaviour, which may not always been available or adequate to fit the required time or space35
scale.
In [22], Lee et al. used a Fourier harmonics based method to reproduce the behaviour of a certain portion
of the energy spectra. Each Fourier mode is individually computed and finally combined with the others
through the use of a random phase. This method shows interesting results for isotropic decaying turbulence,
but it is worth notice that the maximum change of the random phase and the time needed by the phase to40
actually change may influence the turbulence behaviour, leading to possible non-physical results [23].
Some interesting reviews of the methodologies for the generation of this synthetic turbulence (not all
of them feasible for this test case) are given in [23, 20, 24]. Nevertheless, it has been proven by Druault
et al. [25] that uncorrelated velocity fluctuations decays rapidly and are not able to maintain turbulence.
Therefore the usage of a synthetic inlet condition correlated in time and space is mandatory to reproduce45
the behaviour of the nozzle outlet velocity field.
As the effects of the turbulence may only be assessed after a significant penetration, due to the required
time for shear stresses to participate in generating the surface instabilities on the spray core [26], no com-
parison on the effects of different methodologies have been made, although it may represent an interesting
analysis for future developments. Finally, the method proposed by [19] has been used, due to the promising50
results obtained in [6].
As appears evidently, still large improvement in the understanding of turbulent atomization can be
achieved. This work investigates the effects of turbulence on the spray’s shape and formation, while simu-
lating the inlet turbulence with a methodology derived by Klein et al. [19] and applied to circular jet. In
order to do so, 3 cases have been simulated with increasing inlet turbulent kinetic energy, in order to study55
high atomization in turbulent regimes typical of high speed jets, while minimizing the simulation domain.
2. Model Description
2.1. Governing Equations
As already stated, as a base for the fluid dynamic solver, the fixed cartesian grid eulerian-eulerian solver
implemented in Paris-Simulator [27][28] was used. Under the assumption of incompressible flow for both60
liquid and gas (valid for Mach number lower than 0.3), the continuity equation gives a divergence free
velocity field
∇ · u = 0 (1)
while the Navier-Stokes equation appears in its form:
ρ(∂tu + u · ∇u) = −∇p+∇ · (2µD) + σκδsn (2)
where ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity field, p is the pressure field, µ is the dynamic viscosity.
The last term on the right hand side of equation (2) represents the surface tension, for this reason a65
Dirac distribution function is used, namely δs, to concentrate this force on the liquid surface. Consequently,
according to the surface tension definition, σ is the surface tension and κ is the liquid surface curvature.





In this work, the one-fluid method is used to compute the local value of density and viscosity. According
to this methodology, an advection equation for the volume fraction C is implemented as:70
∂tC + u · ∇C = 0 (4)
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therefore, the local properties are calculated through an arithmetic mean, as:
ρ = Cρl + (1− C)ρg
µ = Cµl + (1− C)µg
(5)
Where the subscripts l and g indicate respectively the liquid and the gas phase. The solution of the gov-
erning equation is given using the Chorin projection method [29], a second-order accurate predictor-corrector
time scheme is used [28], while a third-order QUICK scheme for the time discretization is implemented [30].
Finally the advection equation for the color function is solved through the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method75
[31]. Further details on the solver and the numerical solution may be found in [28, 4].
2.2. Synthetic Turbulence Boundary Condition
As already stated in section 1, the simulation of a inlet turbulence condition for the jet is of fundamental
importance to reproduce the real behaviour of atomization. In this work, the simulation domain is box-
shaped with cubical cells (according to the solver configurations [4]), with a circular spray incoming from80
the −x̂ direction, with a positive velocity component in the x̂ direction. In this frame, the turbulence have
to take into account the following features:
• the turbulence has to be distributed on all of the velocity components, with a pre-determined velocity
module.
• the turbulence has to be zero-mean in time on all the components, so that the resulting mean compo-85
nent is the original and stationary velocity field input.
• the turbulence distribution has to be continuous in time and space, at all time steps.
To accommodate all this necessities, the original algorithm implemented by Klein et al. [19] has been
chosen as a methodology. This method already showed its capabilities for both planar [19] and circular [6]
jets, although no analysis on the physical consequences of the tunable parameters of this method have been90
found in literature.
This method is based on the Reynolds decomposition [32] on the inlet velocity field:
u(x0, t) = U(x0) + u
′(x0, t) (6)
where the effective velocity u is decomposed into a mean field U and a fluctuating component u′ that
is based on a random component. This kind of decomposition for the inlet boundary condition allows to
model the behavior of u′, so that a one point correlation can be imposed, as well as a limitation on the95
energy level associated with the fluctuating component. In order to determine the fluctuation, it might be
decomposed into the product of two factors, namely the Reynold stress tensor and random velocity field,
continuous in time and space. Consequently, equation (6) can be rewritten as:
u(x0, t) = U(x0) + A · u′(x0, t) (7)
A is a correlation tensor of coefficients aij , that is designed to match the desired Reynold Stress Tensor









a32 = R32 − a21a31/a22
a33 =
√
R33 − a312 − a322.
(8)
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Where R is the autocorrelation function, that may be obtained from internal nozzle flow simulations. In
order to determine the fluctuating component, a linear non-recursive Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering





where r is the random field and bn are the filter coefficients. While the determination of r is a straight
forward procedure, it is important to have r̄m = 0 and rmrm = 1 in order to obtain a two-point correlation.105
The determination of the filter coefficients, can be derived through the definition of the autocorrelation















Once the statistical properties of the random field are matched, equation (10) can be used to find the
filter coefficient values if an autocorrelation function (equation (10) left-hand side) is given; to overcome this
obstacle, Klein et al. [19] proposed to use the 1D spatial autocorrelation provided by Batchelor in [34]:110














where d is the distance vector (characteristic of the specific problem) and L is the turbulent length scale,
for which specific values may be found in [6] for cylindrical jet applications. Equation (11) can be combined










where n = L/∆x is the discrete length scale (with ∆x being the mesh size, uniform in the three directions
in the present study).115
The filtering operation can be easily convoluted in three dimensions and need no further explanations
(more details and suggestion on the filter implementation can be found in [19]).
2.3. Velocity Inlet Profile and Turbulence Distribution
The usual approach in DNS simulations of sprays [3, 6, 18] is to use a flat-top inlet velocity profile, as
the actual profile developed inside the injector is still being discussed and strongly depends on the injector120
geometry. Therefore, as many applications in different sectors (automotive, energy, aerospace, industrial)
have different injection system, it is reasonable to use a fully developed turbulent pipe flow as turbulent
source for the spray. In this work a turbulent pipe profile have been used both for the radial distribution
of the velocity, as well as for the turbulence distribution. Many works are available on both experimental
and numerical studies of pipe flow turbulence at moderate Reynolds number [35, 36]. If the mass flow rate125
is fixed, the mean velocity profile U(x0) impose a significantly higher velocity at the centerline for the case
accounting for the wall effects as compared to a typical flat-top profile. For this reason, although the bulk
Reynolds Reb remains constant in the two cases, the centerline Reynolds Rec change significantly. Figure
1(a) shows in blue the velocity profile used in this paper, derived by the work of [35], in red the linear region





































(b) Axial velocity fluctuation profile in a turbulent
pipe
Figure 1: Turbulent pipe velocity profile, from [35].





where y is the wall distance, uτ is the shear velocity and ν is the kinematic viscosity.
The fluctuating velocity component (u′(x0, t)) distribution has been set so that it will comply with the
behaviour illustrated in Figure 1(b).
3. Cases of Study135
The main objective of this work is to provide an insight on the primary atomization in the early spray
formation region, usually quantifiable in high speed sprays between 2 − 3 mm of distance from the orifice.
In this region many types of atomization occur, starting from the mushroom tip breakup, followed by
atomization induced by the aerodynamic forces on the spray core.
Very few experimental works are available on near field visualization [37, 38, 39, 40]; furthermore to140
the best of the authors knowledge, none at low speed (corresponding to low injection pressures), which
is mandatory for DNS simulations. For this reason, the liquid/gas parameters, as well as the geometrical
parameters were chosen according to a Spray A usual configuration [41], where a low speed Dodecane jet
is injected in a pressurized nitrogen vessel. Experiments on Spray A case have been conducted extensively
throughout last years and it is likely to be the best experimental configuration for future validation of145
simulation results. The parameters used are resumed in Table 1.
As known from the theory of self-similarity in sprays and jets [32], the velocity profile assumes a gaussian
shape only for x/D > 25÷30, where x is the spray axial penetration and D the nozzle diameter. In order to
comply with this hypothesis, the turbulence inside the nozzle needs to be simulated and used as a boundary
condition in the DNS simulation , in order to prompt the atomization process and therefore leading to a150
axial breakup that will ultimately allow to generate a gaussian profile. This consideration also guides in the
design of the simulation domain. In order to replicate and verify this behaviour, the domain has been set
to 2.34 mm, 0.6 mm 0.6 mm in x, y and z respectively. As suggested in [42] the cells are cubes of 2.34 µm,
resulting in approximately 65.5 millions of cells.
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Parameter Values Units
Injector diameter 0.09 mm
Fuel viscosity 1.34 · 10−3 Pa · s
Fuel density 750 kg/m3
Fuel Mean Velocity 100 m/s
Fuel/Nitrogen Surface Tension 2.535 · 10−2 N/m
Nitrogen Viscosity 1.85 · 10−5 Pa · s
Nitrogen Density 22.8 kg/m3
Table 1: Simulation physical parameters
As reported in [6], the turbulent length (L) scale can be assumed as 10% of the diameter and the155
turbulent intensity (I) might be assumed as a 5% of the axial mean velocity. Still, the turbulent length
scale may change significantly with the nozzle geometry: for this reason, one of the main goal of this work
is to assess the effects on the primary atomization of the parameter L by means of 3 DNS cases, described
in table 2.
L Rec Reb
case 0 0 5037 5037
case 1 0.1D 6700 5037
case 2 0.17D 6700 5037
Table 2: Inlet turbulence model parameters for all the cases simulated
As far as the author’s knowledge goes, no previous researches on the topic are available where L have160
been investigated by a parametric study. Furthermore, as most studies on internal nozzle presents velocity
fluctuations that are comparable to the one used here, the main effort is concentrated on the lengthscale
L. The parameter L acts directly as a source for turbulent energy for the spray. In fact, the formation
of larger turbulent structures, such as eddies and vortices, generates a cascade effect that distributes the
energy to the lower scales. As it will be shown in section 4.4, the local atomization is highly influenced by165
the wavelength of the local disturbances, therefore the L parameter is a key factor in determine the droplet
breakup regime.
4. Results and Discussions
In the present section, first a comparison of the three cases will be made in section 4.1 aiming to highlight
the differences introduced by the different boundary conditions depicted in Table 2. Section 4.2 will focus170
the analysis on the spray morphology, while section 4.3 will discuss the effects of the different axial velocities
in the 3 cases. The analysis of the physical processes generating the atomization will be addressed in section
4.4. The droplet analysis, in terms of diameter, distribution and physical properties will be studied in section










Figure 2: Schematic representation of the spray, presenting the nomenclature used in the analysis.
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the main spray elements analysed in this paper. The external
non-perturbed length, Lnp, coincides with the length of the spray region where the liquid core maintains a
pseudo-cylindrical shape, before the atomized region. The intact core length, Lic, is the statistical length
that determines the distance between the injector nozzle outlet and the point in the spray axis in which
the probability of finding liquid is below 99.9% (hence the axial liquid column stop being continuous). The180
ligaments will be identified by their diameter, Dl, and their external perturbations will be described by the
wavelength, λ, that the liquid interface forms due to external disturbances. As the spray starts atomizing,
an atomized region is formed, where the spray core is hidden by the droplets cloud. This droplets cloud is
usually used to define the spray cone angle in near-field visualization experiments. The tip region is the
region where the cylinder spray is bent by its impact with calm air. Finally, the irregularity created on the185
external liquid core (visible in the external non-perturbed region) are called rims. This liquid structures are
of fundamental importance as they are directly involved in the ligaments formation.
4.1. Effects of the Synthetic Boundary Conditions
As a first validation of the methodology, Figure 3 highlights the changes generated by the synthetic
turbulence boundary condition, presented in section 2.2 for the 3 cases (Table 2). This figure shows the190
vorticity effects generated by the inlet turbulence on the liquid surface (here represented with VOF isosurface)
over the spray external non perturbed region at t = 20 µs.
Figure 3(a) shows the vorticity field on a 2D section. The synthetic turbulence in case 0 to 2 increases
the area influenced by a strong vorticity field, as already observed in section 3; in particular is clear how
cases 1 and 2 present a strong turbulent field and how the area of influence of the turbulent structures grows195
with the parameter L. Figure 3(a) highlights how, for higher values of L, the structures generated within the
spray in the external non perturbed region increase their size, the region of influence and their magnitude. It
is notable that in case 2, the structures reaches the fluid surface faster than in case 1, leading to consequent
larger portions of the liquid core been affected by irregularities, as shown in Figure 3(b). On the other hand,
case 0 shows a plane aspect, leading to the conclusions that in this region of the spray the aerodynamic200
forces are not sufficient to generate perturbation on the liquid surface. This behaviour observed in case 0
lead to an atomization process almost only exclusively promoted by the spray tip breakup.
Figure 4 shows, in the upper part of the spray, a scheme of the eddies formation, while in the lower part
the air relative velocity with respect to the spray. This simple scheme can help to explain the three different
effects generated by the turbulent inlet condition on the atomization process, which are described in the205
following:
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(a) Vorticity in the spray core in the external non perturbed region. Left to right case 0, 1 and 2.
(b) VOF renderization in the external non perturbed region.
Figure 3: Spray behavior in the transient spray under the sinthetic boundary condition effects. Left to right case 0, 1 and 2.
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Figure 4: Simplified scheme of the distribution of aerodynamic drag forces and vorticity field around the spray tip and core
(1) The synthetic turbulence described in section 2.2 generates effects in the three dimensions and deforms
the liquid core from the inside-out. The velocity propagation in the core, allows the formation of rims
of small size along the liquid core in the first milliseconds of the spray penetration.
(2) The tip bends due to its impact with calm air, generating the mushroom shape peculiar of the tip210
region. This liquid-gas interaction generates, at first, an eddy structure of large size (even larger than
the nozzle diameter), represented as a single blue line in Figure 4. This large turbulence structure is a
toroid in three dimensions. The large eddy contributes to both modify and perturb the liquid region
below the spray tip. While doing so, the structure decomposes into smaller eddies that propagates in
the opposite direction with respect to the spray penetration (the yellow and red structures in Figure215
4). As this smaller eddies are moving from the tip region towards the liquid core, they acts as external
disturbance for the core liquid surface, while amplifying the rim size and modifying the local velocity
field, eventually leading to the core breakup (defined by the intact core length).
(3) As the spray keeps penetrating, the effects of the vortex cascade generated by the larger tip eddy are
mitigated, due to the higher distance a eddy has to travel to reach the nozzle outlet. As a matter of220
facts, the vorticity effects on the spray core almost disappear after a certain spray penetration. Once
this level of penetration has been reached, the only force acting on liquid core is the aerodynamic
drag force. As a well known phenomena, the drag depends on the relative velocity between the two
moving bodies or, in this case, between the two phases as showed in Figure 4 with green lines. When
a rim is formed (by the mechanism depicted in (1) without the contribution of the effects explained225
in (2)) the green line in Figure 4 are bended and the drag forces generate a radial stress that acts like
a disturbance. This radial disturbance is way more important in the spray core deformation than the
simple axial stress generated in absence of rims.
Figure 5 shows a 2D section of the simulation domain for case 0 (top) and case 1 (bottom). The liquid
phase is represented and the field is coloured by the vorticity field; finally, are displayed on the background230
vortex lines obtained from the Line Integral Convolution (LIC) technique are displayed. The comparison
is made at 10 µs after injection starts. Here the hypothesis (1), (2) (3) on how the velocity fields develops
and affects the atomization process can be numerically observed. At this time, the spray penetration is still
reduced (when compared to the whole domain) but it is quite evident the difference that effects (2) and (3)
are inducing on the spray core and on the atomization process (especially for case 0). Furthermore, at this235
instant, case 1 is still showing an almost intact liquid core, which make easier to apply the analysis of the
effects (2) and (3).
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In a first place, the turbulence macro-structures developed in case 0 and case 1 will be analyzed, with
the objective of drawing considerations on how dynamics involved with effect (2) are affected by the use
of the synthetic turbulence at the inlet. In both cases, in Figure 5, the larger eddy (described in effect (2)240
and represented with a blue line in Figure 4) can be clearly identified by the the vortex lines around the
spray tip, bended toward the spray axis. Also, the larger structure shows the same size, although case 1
display a more chaotic behaviour, obviously related to the synthetic inlet boundary conditions. This first
observation lead to the conclusion that the synthetic inlet turbulence does not affect the large scale motion
of the fluid (except for the spray penetration, that will be addressed later in section 4.3) as it is expected.245
Nevertheless, Figure 5 shows a significant variation in both the vorticity field, as well as in the shape of the
liquid spray. Case 0 shows a high intensity region for vorticity only in the immediate proximity of the spray
tip, suggesting how the development of turbulence in this case is strictly related to effect (2), confirming
that effect (3) is still not affecting at this stage of the penetration. On the other hand, case 1 displays many
dispersed high vorticity regions: in this case a more intense turbulence is generated close to the surface250
instability. This phenomena could be explained by the higher shear stress generated by the relative motion
of liquid and gas when the liquid surface is bended and not cylindrical (as for case 0). For this reason, case
1 promote, in a first place, the generation of a more intense turbulence field around the spray.
Further observations could be made on how the instabilities are generated in the external non-perturbed
length region. At this time, the spray is sufficiently far from the nozzle so that the effects that mechanism255
(2) is generating are mitigated and only effects (3) and (1) (for case 1) are responsible for the spray core
perturbation in the area closer to the nozzle outlet. As showed clearly in Figure 5, case 0 shows a very
cylindrical aspect in the first part (closer to the nozzle) while the liquid core got perturbed closer to the
spray tip (due to effect (2)). Again, in both cases a higher values of vorticity can be observed close to the
surface corrugation, while the highest vorticity value can be located close to the larger eddy’s center. An260
insight on how the turbulence behaviour relates to the surface corrugations is given in Figure 6. This figure
shows, for both, case 0 and 1, the contour of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor, representing
hairpin vortices. Both, in case 0 and 1, a significant amount of hairpins are generated close to the spray tip.
In order to isolate the effects of the synthetic turbulence, the behaviour of the vortices will be first studied
for case 0, where only effect (2) is responsible for the generation of turbulent structures. Similarly to the265
literature results [3, 43], case 0 displays the ongoing formation of axisymmetric structure in the spray tip,
normal to the penetration axis. As the spray tip penetrates, these vortices are distorted by the velocity field
behind the tip. The vortices are re-oriented and finally, when they are sufficiently far from the tip, they are
almost parallel to the penetration axis. The absence of structures in the region close to the nozzle suggests
that, in lack of a highly turbulent environment, the vortices quickly dissipate. Case 1 displays some major270
differences when compared to case 0. As the synthetic inlet turbulence is imposing a fluctuating velocity
in the three directions, the spray tip will display a strongly asymmetric tip when compared to case 0 (see
Figure 5). Therefore, the dispersion of the turbulent structures will have a stronger radial component, while
their formation will not be as axisymmetric as for case 0. Furthermore, the presence of corrugation on the
spray surface in the external non perturbed length, due to the radial components of the injected turbulence,275
promote the generation of rims (effect (1)) that, due to the shear with the gas phase cause the generation
of turbulence structures. This structures are similar to horseshoe hairpin, and ensure the conservation of
the turbulence even where the disturbance generated by the spray tip cannot reach the liquid core. In other
words, in case 0 the vortexes spreading from (2) are not able to reach the nozzle outlet, meaning that, for
case 0, only effect (3) is acting on the spray liquid core at the immediate nozzle outlet. On the other hand,280
case 1 shows a significantly perturbed liquid core region, given by a mix of effects (1) and (3) explicated
above. Consequently for case 0, in Figure 5 the liquid surface is perturbed only in the areas where hairpins
can be found in Figure 6
Finally, the liquid core in the tip region shows a more chaotic structure and a first discontinuity in the
axial mass concentration appears. The sequence of events (1) (2) (3) in case 1 generates a more severe285
perturbation on the liquid surface that ultimately leads to the axial breakup as the spray penetrates. Even
when the liquid surface instabilities generated by (2) are far from the nozzle, effect (1) is still sustaining
and even amplifying the rims in this region, increasing the aerodynamic stress generated by effect (3).
Once again, the axial breakup helps interpreting the results, quantifying that the generation of rims and,
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consequently, of radial forces is way more significant in the spray formation than axial shear stress induced290
by aerodynamic interaction between calm air and liquid.
4.2. Observation on the Spray Morphology
Figure 7 shows the external aspect of the spray at t = 20 µs. As it can be clearly noted, the higher the
turbulence induced, the sooner the atomization process starts, shortening the external non-perturbed length.
When comparing all cases, case 2 displays the formation of a earlier atomization region, due to the rims295
created in the external non-perturbed legth region that creates a dense cloud of droplets in the near-nozzle
field. On the other hand, it is evident that in case 0 the external non-perturbed length maintain an almost
exact cylindrical shape up to the spray tip, due to the low nitrogen density and the low injection velocity.
As a confirmation of the synthetic turbulence influence on the atomization process, in case 1 the droplet
cloud (that will eventually define the spray angle) starts in an axial position between case 0 and case 2.300
Similar results have been obtained in [44] for a nozzle of similar size in different injection conditions.
The different behavior among the three cases can be quantified by means of the liquid mass concentration
in the axis, calculated as :
mc =
ρl · C
ρl · C + ρg · (1− C)
(15)
Figure 8 shows the time-averaged mass concentration in the spray axis. Once the spray is stabilized for
the three cases, mc is used to characterized the intact core length (Figure 2), which is directly related to305
the atomization intensity. As it can be seen in Figure 8, in the case 0, due to the poor atomization, the
mass concentration in the axis is not perturbed, showing a value of 1 (pure liquid) in the spatial window
analysed (up to 2.34 mm). However, in case 1 and especially in case 2, the intact core length drastically
decreases as a result of the higher turbulence induced in the nozzle exit. This behaviour quantifies the
earlier qualitative explanation of Figure 7, where the external non-perturbed length increases with the inlet310
turbulence lengthscale.
It is interesting to notice that the case with the highest turbulence level (namely case 2) in Figure 3
experiences a core deformation that creates rims very close to the nozzle outlet. This generates an increase
in the vorticity and in the local velocity field at the interphase between liquid and air (Figure 3(a)), finally
increasing the atomization, as showed in Figure 7. The rims are almost non existent in case 0 leading to315
a low vorticity field and, consequently low atomization, mainly focused in this case around the spray tip
where droplets are separating from the ligaments.
Finally, Figure 8 allows to estimate the liquid core length. Taking as a threshold an axial mass concen-
tration of 0.97, case 1 and 2 present a liquid core length of 1, 47 mm and 1.91 mm respectively, while this
parameter cannot be assessed for case 0320
4.3. Consideration on the Axial Spray Penetration
The results presented in Figure 7 highlights an interesting aspect about penetration, as the 3 cases seem
to show different axial position of the spray tip at the same timestep. A first remark between case 0 and
cases 1 and 2 involved the axial Reynolds (Rec): as reported in Table 2, although the 3 cases have the same
inlet mass flow rate (same average spray velocity at the nozzle outlet), the velocity distribution drastically325
changes as showed in Figure 1. Therefore, it is assumable that axial penetration is mostly a function of Rec.
Finally, the difference in penetration between case 1 and 2 can be found in the different rate of atomization
between the two cases. As showed in Figure 8, case 2 atomizes more than case 1, causing a more atomized
tip region as well. This behaviour is actually responsible for the difference showed in the render in Figure 7,
as the total momentum needs to be conserved. In fact it has been widely proven in sprays that the largest330
the angle (and therefore the spray atomization) the lower the penetration will be.
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Figure 5: Case 0 and 1 at 10µs.
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Figure 6: Turbulent structures detected through the Q-criterion for cases 0 and 1 at 10µs.
14
Figure 7: External aspect of the injected spray at t = 20µs. From top to bottom, case 0, 1 and 2
15































Figure 8: Axial time-averaged mass concentration
4.4. Observations on the atomization process
Shinjo et al. [3, 43] highlight how the ligaments formation could occur as a consequence of a liquid
detachment from the tip region or from the liquid core. In the first case, the ligament are created by the
shear generated by the tip region macro-vortex (blue line in Figure 4), while in the second scenario, the335
ligaments formation is related to the aerodynamic force (effect (3)), increased by the smaller eddies generated
from the macro vortex (effect (2)). The analysis in [3] also highlights how one of the most significant dynamic
in spray atomization is given by droplets impacting the rim surface, due to the large eddy produced by the
spray tip that drove the droplets towards the spray core. A significant insight on this mechanism is given
by Jarrahbashi et al. in [26]. Here the authors highlights how the shear stress, described in [45], is itself340
sufficient to generate counter-rotating hairpins that are responsible for the formation of ligaments and,
subsequently for the primary atomization.
Figure 9 shows a zoomed view of the isolated spray core in the external non-perturbed length region. The
vortex lines projected over the spray core are displayed in black. Finally, in analogy with [26], the vortex
line belonging to the same rim are coloured in red. Figure 9 clearly displays a more chaotic surface than345
the one displayed in [26], nevertheless, the presence of counter-rotating vortices is evident in the red lines
and, in general, along the whole region. On the other hand, assume that the rim tear (that ultimately leads
to the formation of ligaments) is only due to the aerodynamic shear stress is somehow hard to prove in
the three cases tested in the present work. Referring to Figure 7, is clear that the aerodynamic forces have
not yet generated a sufficient tension on the liquid surface to trigger the formation of instabilities (similar350
results have been found in [3]).The real phenomena occurs in such a way that the external non-perturbed
length is not able to keep the cylindrical shape for such a length as in case 0 or in [3, 43], rather it shows a
behaviour closer to the one in cases 1 and 2, as showed in [46], due to the obvious perturbation that the fluid
undergoes at the nozzle exit. For these reason, the rim/ligaments breakup is more likely to occur due to the
combination of aerodynamic shear stress and instabilities, that may be triggered both by small vortices or355
by the impact of the droplets recirculated by the main larger eddy. In any case, in such a complex scenario,
is difficult to separate effects, therefore future studies on this subjects are required.
Figure 10 displays the evolution of the spray in a 1 µs interval for case 1. Four zones can be can be
identified, depending of the values the axial mass concentration showed in Figure 8. Obviously, the division
in areas will change for each case, depending on his axial mass concentration. On the left side of the red line,360
16
Figure 9: Detailed view of the vortex lines over the spray core at t = 65µs. In red, the vortex lines belonging to the same rim
are highlighted.
17
Figure 10: Time sequence of spray formation. The three planes show the liquid evolution at 20µs, 20.5µs and 21µs (respectively
from top to bottom) for case 1.
the external non-perturbed length can be identified. In this zone no major effect of the aerodynamic drag can
be identified (effect (3) in section 4.1) and the external shape of the liquid core is almost uniquely affected
by the inlet velocity profile (effect (1) in section 4.1). This region do not show any significant ligament and
therefore no atomization is observed here; such a peculiarity is easy to observe experimentally. In fact, is
one of the few measurable parameter from optical measurements [40].365
A second region can be observed between the red and the green line (where the axial mass concentration
drops below 99% in Figure 8). Here the small rims created in the previous region grow due to the increase
in the aerodynamic forces acting on the spray core (effect (3) in section 4.1). This zone represents the region
where atomization eventually starts and marks the border between the external non-perturbed length and
the atomization region. As a matter of fact, some of the rims are already showing an atomized behaviour,370
due the ligaments created by the shear stress. Furthermore, the almost toroid/conical shape that the rims
displays in the previous region is almost entirely lost here and a severe breakup has already start to occur.
As can will be observed in section 4.2, this region shape depends on the turbulence intensity.
A third region, between the green and the blue line, shows a region with developed atomization regimes.
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The limits of this region are given, on the left side, by the amplification of the wave amplitude of the insta-375
bilities generating the rims, while on the right side by the axial point on which the axial mass concentration
drops below 97% in Figure 8. Here the atomization regime is fully developed and air-liquid interaction
creates a sufficient condition to continuously support the formation of the ligaments and their instabilities,
that finally determines atomization.
Finally, a last region can be analysed on the right side of the blue line. Here the axial mass concentration380
on time averaged results is clearly below 96% (as well as the probability to find liquid in the spray axis) and
the whole movement of the liquid parts occur on larger length scales. The main liquid perturbation is given
by the spray tip-air interaction. The eddies appear at a bigger scale (for the biggest reaching almost the size
of the spray itself) and this effect leads to higher disturbance wavelength if compared to the previous zone.
Based on the analysis reported in [47, 48], some further analysis can be made on the type of atomization385









Table 3: Ligament parameters of the ligaments highlighted in Figure 10
where Dl is the ligament diameter (Figure 2) and ur is the relative velocity between the liquid and the
air, calculated as ur = ul − ug, where the ug is taken per each cell at a 1.5Dl from the ligament surface.
In order to analyse the axial evolution of the atomization process, three different ligament formation and
breakup have been studied during their process, circled in Figure 10 in blue, red and green. Each one reflects390
different influences of the relative velocity field between liquid and air. In fact, it can be assumed that the
farther the ligament is from the spray tip, the calmer will be the air, as it will show less influence from the
tip larger eddy (effect (2) in section 4.1). This is testified by the decreasing Weber number along the spray
axis: as the size of the 3 ligaments is comparable, is clear how the relative velocity between air and liquid
is decreasing along the spray axis. Furthermore, is clear that most of the ligament velocity is generated by395
the spray liquid core, therefore this gives space to the conclusion that the relative velocity is higher in the
spray region closer to the nozzle. The results shows a good agreement with the Weber numbers found for
ligaments by [3].
Interesting conclusion can be drawn also on the secondary breakup and the formation of satellite droplets,
based on the approach proposed in [47]. Being all the ligaments considered in this analysis in the medium400
wavelength Rayleigh breakup regime, this behaviour is assumed to be consistent and repeatable [47]. As
reported in [47], the higher the ratio between the ligament wavelength λ and the ligament diameter Dl, the
higher the ratio between the satellite droplet diameter and the main droplet diameter is. In other words,
this indicates that, for sprays, secondary breakup is most likely to occur in regions where the Weber number
is lower and therefore the air speed is higher.405
4.5. Analysis of droplets generation
In order to assess the variation in the atomization process introduced by the synthetic inlet boundary
condition, a study of the droplet statistics was performed. The study has been done over an average time
of 20 µs when the spray has reached the complete penetration. Such a time interval is insufficient for
turbulence statistics, but it provides a significant sample time for studying the droplet behaviour, as it410
allows the incoming spray to reach the end of the domain for case 1 and 2.
Figure 11(a) shows the droplet radius dv =
3
√
6V/π, where V is the droplet volume. The blue line


























































































































































(d) Number of droplets against We number
Figure 11: Droplet statistics for the 3 cases.
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between case 2 and case 1 (been case 2 the case with the largest number of broplets overall).In a first place,
it is worth noting that, as already expressed in many works [49, 5], the droplets of a diameter smaller415
than two times the cell size should be neglected, as the VOF method is likely incapable to accurately
describe the droplet of such a size. The number of droplets clearly decrease exponentially as the droplet
diameter increase. It appears evidently that cases 1 and 2 generates a significant higher number of droplets,
but no significant variation can be appreciated between this two cases. On the other hand, the difference
between case 0 and cases 1 and 2 decrease almost exponentially. The difference between case 2 and 1 is420
almost negligible in respect to the total number of droplets in the 2 cases and it may be assumed that it
is within the variability introduced by the random matrix generated for the synthetic boundary condition.
Furthermore, is interesting to observe that case 1 and 2 also generates many liquid structures of significant
size, showing that the instabilities generated by the synthetic boundary condition also allows the breakup
of larger liquid structures (as it can be appreciated in Figure 10).425
Figure 11(c) and 11(d) show respectively the Ohnesorge (Oh) and the Weber (We) number for the





It is important to notice that, in this case, the droplet velocity used for the We number determination
in equation 16 is the absolute velocity of the droplet, being difficult to apply the previous criteria for the
relative velocity ur in the denser regions. Also, in this time average, there are no effects given by the tip430
vortices, therefore the faster droplets are likely to be located closer to the spray core. The higher number
of droplet with a lower We number are representative of significant number of droplets with lower velocity
and/or smaller size. These droplets are mostly the droplets that are stagnating in the peripheral area of
the spray, where the spray cone angle is usually defined. As already said, for case 0 no spray axial breakup
occur, therefore no spray cone angle can be defined. For this reason there are no droplets with higher We435
for case zero, meaning that the droplets detected are mostly in calm air regions and no new droplets (with
higher kinetic energy) are formed in the time span where the analysis have been pursued. On the other hand,
the Oh seems to behave in the same way for the three cases (as a consequence of a similar distribution for
the droplet diameter) and highlights a general predominance of the viscous forces in respect of the surface
tension forces.440
Finally, Figure 11(b) shows the number of droplet and their radial distribution. Again, as for Figure
11(a) the blue and red lines are the difference in number of droplets as noted in the legend. For case 0
the number of droplet is decreasing faster as the radial position increase. This is a clear evidence that
the droplets do not posses enough velocity to reach the domain borders, while case 1 and especially case
2 presents a high number of droplets at farther radius, implying a higher kinetic energy associated to each445
droplet. Figure 11(b) also allows to appreciate one of the biggest contribution introduced by the increment
of the turbulence lengthscale. While the difference in the number of droplets between case 2 and 1 is
relatively small at lower radius (less than one order of magnitude), it gets quite significant as the distance
from the spray axis increase. This behaviour is quite significant as it is strictly related to the spray cone
angle. In fact, experimental observations, made by means of Mie technique, identify the last region with a450
significant concentration of droplets as the region that defines the spray cone angle, that in this case would
be significantly different for the three cases. As the spray cone angle observed in DNS simulations may be
difficult to immediately compare with experimental data, these considerations will be useful guidelines for
future studies.
4.6. Observation on gaussian behavior of the spray455
As already seen in Figure 8, no axial breakup would be possible without simulating an appropriate
turbulent boundary condition at the nozzle outlet. This process is fundamental in breaking the liquid core
continuity. Furthermore, the turbulence inlet boundary condition is responsible for the axial velocity drop,
causing the radial velocity to be distributed as a gaussian profile instead of top-hat profile.
As proved in [50, 32], a spray displays a gaussian behavior after a certain penetration. In other words,460
the dimensionless axial velocity (made dimensionless by dividing the temporal-averaged component U by the
21
Figure 12: Self-similar profile obtained for case 1 at x/D = 22
22
centerline velocity U0) drops with the same behaviour along the dimensionless radius (made dimensionless
by dividing the radius r by the radial location at which the axial velocity drops by 50% in respect to the
centerline velocity, r1/2) at any axial position. More information about the axial velocity as a function of
the density ratio between liquid and gas can be found at [17], that justify the applicability of the study in465
[50] to sprays. Figure 12 shows the gaussian profile obtained for case 1 at x/D = 22. The blue dots are the
velocity values for all the points in that section, while the black line is the data interpolation, according to
the following correlation








provided in [17], where α is the coefficient for the gaussian radial profile, explained in [17]. This behaviour
is obviously kept for each section at x/D > 22. The agreement between the simulation results and the470
expected behaviour can be assessed by the goodness of the fit. While the general behaviour is well captured,
even better agreement is expected for higher wash-out time (time used by the fluid to get from the inlet
to the outlet of the simulation domain), by increasing the simulation time. Due to the limitations in the
domain size, dictated by the increasing computational costs, no other section can be displayed, because
either to close to the outlet boundary, the non-gaussian region or to the section displayed.475
As this behavior emerges clearly for case 1 and 2, it is clear how an inlet turbulent boundary condition
is essential in order to reproduce the real behavior of the spray. Furthermore, the characterization of L and
I, only achievable throughout simulation analysis, will be the object of future studies.
5. Conclusions
A synthetic boundary condition for turbulence has been implemented in the open source code Paris-480
Simulator and has been used to study primary atomization at different levels of turbulence, quantified by its
lengthscale L and its intensity I. The effects of the nozzle perturbation have been analyzed both through
its influence on the velocity distribution, as well as by typical engineering parameters such as external
non-perturbed length and intact core length.
As largely discussed in section 4, the turbulence generated inside the nozzle affects heavily the atomization485
process, by deforming the spray shape and increasing the level of vorticity close to the spray core and to the
atomized region.
Finally, for the case that shows a more realistic behavior (case 2), analysis on the causes for local
atomization process have been made, focusing on the how the local velocity fluctuation influence the size of
ligaments and liquid structures.490
This study shows how internal nozzle flows affect the spray formation as well as the local atomization.
For this reason, future studies will be done on the nozzle internal flow in order to characterize the turbulence
field generated inside the nozzle.
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